TAPPIN’ A TREE GREENKEEPER STYLE

By Jack MacKenzie, CGCS
North Oaks Golf Club

Ya see ya get yerselph a big tree, of the Maple variety, Mapulis syrupis I believe. And into that big trunk ya got ta awl a hole the size that would adapt itself to one of them there thingers used for afixon a sprinkler to a pipe. It's called an elbow, of the nipple sort. Oh...maybe between half an inch across to maybe, roughly a quarter more, but I've done it with a scoosh smaller too, I have. 'N deep, bouts to yer first thumb knuckle. With a good size hammer or piece of pipe or something heavy enough, slam that there device into the hole that you already made in the trunk of that there tree, in a delecate fashion sos ya down go an be hurtin yerself or breaks the dangle of that there angle of that watchy.

An be dang sure the watchy is pointed to the ground or ya ain't gonna get no flow. Cry, even a golf course arcitek knows that sap runs down hill! Now yer ready ta hang a 2.5 gallon bucket under yer spicket. An be membrin that bigger ain't better here. Ya don't want ta be a loosing yer sap too soon causen yer load broke yer handle by golly. I been there, I done that!

One hell of a gosh dang big nail gets pounded deep into the heartwood of that there mapulis syrupis, oh I'd be a lyin' ifen I didn't say abouts four fingers above the inverted nipple at an up towards angle usin' yer heavy device. Don't go cheep on me here. Bigger is better causin ifen ya don't be hearen my intimation and ya go an 'tachy a big 5 gallon bucket, ya gonna haven a mess ta deal with ifen it falls offen the tree. Not to mention the effect it'll be haven on the boys waiten for the payoff. Been down that trail before too!

Hang that bucket, in fact, if en yer trees a biggen, hang a bunch of buckets. Then keep yer eyes open an watch the flow. When it stops it stops. An I've skillel meself to the condition I know that when the sap runs from clear to taint-ed, its time ta quit fer the year, tastes funny, in a weird way. An when yer a done catchen flowage, deafix yer nipple or itill become one with the tree. Real silly looken' and tough to explain ta folk.

About yer sappin's, as ya harvest the nectar, go up ta the place where the fancy pants eat, and sneak offen two of those spendy stainless steel ice buckets. Scrounge up a two place eeelectric burner fer yer heat source. Dowen be goin' an getting caught by the cook guy or the booze man. Sumthin' bout cost of equipment an budgets 'n the like sothey toll me.

Where was I? Oh yeh, as ye gets that nummy liquid outs of the mapulis syrupis tree jus keep a addin it into the "borrowed" buck-
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Focus: A Minnesota Company
GIS Technology for Course Management

The golf industry in the Twin Cities has been steadily growing - more golfers, more courses, more competition, and smaller budgets. Golf course superintendents have found increasing need for professional assistance to help them keep up with the demand.

Original Focus Tree Management

In this mix of rapid growth and over the last five years a Minnesota technology oriented service company has emerged. StrataPoint founded by Jason Bass an arborist providing tree inventories and consulting, has taken on a far larger role. Bringing the power of computer technology in the form of a grounds management application has lead to many unintended avenues.

For many years trees have been growing in and around landscapes. Superintendents are facing "what to do questions" regarding these maturing giants. Today's problematic tree situations relate to size, health conditions, over-planting, improper planting/location and turf competition for sun and essential nutrients. Just managing trees is a full time job. Yet at every golf course turf is the number one priority and trees usually take a back seat until one dies or fails. Superintendents are asked to provide records to justify budgets for a large number of trees. These data generally have not been collected and/or maintained. Understanding the trees and planning for their well being requires having access to records. Not having data on these assets, some over 100 years old, is critical to good management and liabilities. It is important to know what has been done and why.

Integrated Technology

Focused on trees and knowing that courses have lots of them StrataPoint began its design for a tree management program. Any program of value would have to inventory every tree and track its status. It was obvious to StrataPoint that a highly functional, easy-to-use tool that required a minimal effort was essential. StrataPoint with the assistance of participating superintendents went about designing a user friendly model.

Bass did the necessary research and discovered that superintendents needed and required more than a database. They wanted a tool that gave them visual access to all assets of the course. In addition to trees, irrigation, turf, contour, chemicals, maintenance and employees and much more were added to the list.

Obviously computer technology had a role to play. Bass set about designing an application that utilized GPS and GIS (Geographic Information System) that was superintendent friendly and did the tracking and reporting on a wide-range of asset categories. His pilot project turned up very useful additions to the design.

StrataPoint's product, Point DataMap, was developed. The application program did its job: recording, tracking and providing decision making information. Point DataMap now has moved (Continued on Page 14)
YOU KNOW HOW YOU WANT YOUR COURSE TO LOOK.
WE KNOW HOW TO GET YOUR COURSE THERE.

1-800-422-1487
StrataPoint –
(Continued from Page 12)

beyond its original focus on trees. It is a very comprehensive golf course management program designed to assist superintendents.

The continuing focus of the company is helping superintendents do what they do every day. The technology assistance is designed to not take more time or effort. In fact, assuming that the functions of recording, tracking, reporting and analyzing are considered essential, the technology is a time saver. Collecting and storing data and turning the data into useful decision-making information is what it is all about.

Meeting the Challenges: Sticking with its evolutionary nature StrataPoint has listened as superintendents struggled with the age-old problem of trees-shade-turf. The shade problem is understood but the question is what specifically should be done about it? Removing and trimming trees without knowing the consequence is not wise. The situation calls for some careful analysis. This presents an excellent opportunity for using the technology inherent in GIS and Point DataMap.

A course that has GPS location data and attribute information for each tree can easily use software developed to simulate the actual shade condition for any site on the course. The resulting comparative analysis can be invaluable to the superintendent who is trying to solve turf problems. The Shade Analysis Module is now planned to be part of StrataPoint’s program. When the customer identifies a need StrataPoint will respond by using its technology and building on the solid foundation of data it has for its customers. As needs expand this young Minnesota company will continue to evolve by meeting those needs.

**BERGERSON-CASWELL**
Would like to Thank You,
Our customer’s for all the business this season.
Remember, maintenance is cheaper than service, &
Now is the best time for your pumps to be down.
Thank You from Tim, & the Industrial service dept.

**OUT OF WATER ?**
WELL-KNOWN FOR QUALITY,
PROFESSIONALISM, & SAFETY, Insist on
BERGERSON CASWELL for your water needs
They’ll turn the Water, back on !
They service & support, water related products
Wells, & Pump Stations
All Pumping equipment
Controls, & VFD’s
For All your water service needs, call
Bergerson Caswell. Our experienced
operators, high quality equipment, and
company-wide health and safety program
ensure that all projects are performed to
specification, safely and efficiently.

BERGERSON CASWELL INC.
5115 Industrial Street * Maple Plain, MN * 55359
(763) 479-3121 * Fax (763) 479-2183 Member: NWWA, MGCSA
Famous for quality since 1948 MNLA, MWWA, MMUA, GWI

**Providing Full Service Golf Course Design**
from Otterbine

**Bonestroo Golf**
Architects Of The Game
651-636-4600
www.bonestroogolf.com
a division of Bonestroo, Rosene, Anderlik and Assoc.

**The Aerating Fountain from Otterbine**

AT MTI DISTRIBUTING, we know that water quality is equally as important as aesthetics. That’s why we offer Otterbine Aerating Fountains to manage your ponds and lakes, as they have been independently tested and proven to create excellent circulation and oxygen transfer. Effective circulation is key in reducing algae and the beauty of an Otterbine spray pattern speaks for itself!

Highlighted features include:
• Unique Mixed-Flow Pumping System
• Eight Interchangeable Spray Patterns
• 5-Year All Inclusive Warranty
• Decorative Float Covers

mtdistributing.com
Brooklyn Center, MN
763-592-5600
800-362-3665
MAXIMIZE YOUR EARNING & LEARNING POTENTIAL
January 7-9, 2004
Minneapolis Convention Center
www.minnesotagreenexpo.com

TRADE SHOW
★ More than 800 booths ★ 350 companies ★
Plants, tools, equipment, hard goods, growing
products and services for turf, grounds,
greenhouse, nursery & landscape professionals

PREVIEW THE EXHIBITOR LIST AT
MINNESOTAGREENEXPO.COM

Power-packed educational programs that are unparalleled for their quality and affordability

★ Soil/water/turf speaker Al Turgeon of Penn State.
★ Turf pathologist Bruce Martin of Clemson University.
★ Golf and sports turf authority Kevin Frank of Michigan State.
★ Golf club management expert George Carroll
★ Irrigation system expert Erik Christensen
★ Urban forestry pro Ed Gilman of the University of Florida
★ Turf and grounds equipment guru Stephen Bernhard of England
★ Plus many more sessions on turf, plants, landscaping and more!

SAVE A BONUS $5 PER PERSON by registering on-line at www.minnesotagreenexpo.com
— OR —
Call 651-633-4987 or toll-free 888-886-6652 to receive your registration form by mail or fax

HOTEL: Hilton Minneapolis: 612-376-1000 or 1-800-HILTONS

Minnesota Green Expo partners
TORO Groundsmaster®
4500-D/4700-D

Featuring a premier quality of cut with its five and seven free-floating Contour™ Plus rotary cutting decks that follow the contour of your turf. With a 60 hp Kubota® turbo-diesel engine, the 4500-D and 4700-D are the most powerful mowers in their class.

TORO Greensmaster®
Riding Greensmower Cutting System

This amazing new cutting system has the ability to cut as low as 1/16" for new cultivars. The quality of cut is enhanced with an aluminum cutting unit frame that holds adjustment and maintains constant cutting edge position.

TORO 800S Sprinklers

Start with proven technology based on gear-drive design that's been in the marketplace for nearly 40 years. Then enhance it. That's just what TORO did with 800S Series sprinklers. The 800S Series offers the perfect blend of old and new technology that defines reliability, durability, performance and the lowest cost of ownership.

Ty-Crop ProPass 180

Improve green speed with the Ty-Crop ProPass 180 broadcast top dresser. The ProPass 180 has a very light foot print - only 5.6 psi fully loaded for the tow behind model, a highly accurate spread pattern so there's no need to drag or brush in afterwards, and the versatility to spread a variety of materials at varying widths and depths.
LEADERSHIP

ANNOUNCING THE . . .

**MTI Distributing Technology Training Center**

Continuing education for turf professionals by turf professionals . . .

Announcing the opening of the new Technology Training Center at MTI in Brooklyn Center!

Learn about the latest in new technology, and more productive and cost-effective ways to keep your operation running smoothly. MTI offers seminars on a host of topics; everything from control systems to pump stations and sprinklers. Select from our menu of courses, or we can customize a course for you, based on your needs and interests.

MTI offers instructors with over a century of combined knowledge about turf irrigation. Most importantly, they care about your operation and its vitality.

Field Service Expertise

MTI has a dedicated and highly responsive field service team, to keep you running 24 x 7, 365 days a year. With over 25 years of combined experience, our service technicians have the knowledge to help even the most challenging situations.

For commitment and high quality, contact MTI Distributing!

4830 Azelia Avenue North #100
Brooklyn Center, MN  55429
763-592-5600  800-362-3665
www.mtidistributing.com
ON BEHALF OF OUR ENTIRE ORGANIZATION WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS.

BEST WISHES FOR THE HOLIDAYS AND THE UPCOMING YEAR.

FMX TURF PRODUCTS
A Division of FME
Castle Rock, MN • Phone: 800-645-5648
Syrup—

(Continued from Page 11)

doesn't matter one bit, not a single bit, if the syrup gets thinned out at this conjuncture 'causen ya gots to boil it down any-
who. Let me be a telling ya not wat ta do.

Down experiment within an old 30 gallon drum that the tops cut off of. 'Causin the syrup taste a bit industreal, not bad, just
industreal like. An down be usin a big fire unless yer well a dis-
tanced from sheds an such. If n' ya do, it helps in the long run ifen
ya gets a paper legitizen yer permit sayen ya can. Sunthin
'bouts building fires or the like.

Back ta the syrup fixen. For a long while ya'll be awatchen, an
awatchen an awatchen an it'll look liken nothens gone on. Buts as
longen as it's a boilen, something is a happenen. Doesn't mean it
always has ta be a boolin, but it'll boil eventual like, believe you,
me. Any hew, I figure 'bouts 8 ta 10 parts quality sap will make
one part syrup, dependen 'course how thick ya wants yer spread.
An a speaken of which, down be a boilen too long, or ya'll have
maple sugar. Not bad, but justen different, kinda liken the indust-
real blend we cooked up way back when.

I'm a slaviatin' just a thinken 'bouts the cakes all dressed up in
butter an fresh syrup. Be sure an slip the cook guy some bolf balls
an perhaps the food magichin will whip up some Jimmy Deans to
go along side the cakes ya hope he makes fer ya. Umm, umm,
good eaten!

It's a fun thin fer us green keepers ta do down at the barn whilst
we be awaiten fer tha snow ta melt foren we can be back on the
course for the gopher season.

EPA Names Audubon International
As a 2003 PESP Champion

The Environmental Protection Agency's Pesticide Environmental Stewardship Program (PESP) recently selected Audubon International, along with fifteen other organizations, as "PESP Champions" of 2003. The award recognizes organizations for outstanding efforts to protect the environment and human health by promoting integrated pest management and pollution prevention.

"We recognize Audubon International as furthering PESP goals of implementing Integrated Pest Management (IPM) strategies and cultural practices which reduce pesticide use, educating users on chemical safety, and providing outreach and education," states J. Stephen Morrill, Acting Chief, Pollution Prevention Branch, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances, U.S. EPA. By teaching people to protect the land, water, wildlife, and natural resources where they live, Audubon International has helped reduce chemical use and increase safe application and storage on thousands of sites in all fifty states and twenty-five countries.

"This award is yet another sign that our cooperative, proactive approach garners good results for people and the environment. More importantly, it serves to recognize the dedication and effort of all our members," says Kevin A. Fletcher, Director of Programs & Administration for Audubon International. Through Audubon International's Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Programs for landowners and managers, people have been taking action to protect and sustain the natural environment around them since 1991.

Established in 1994, PESP is a voluntary program that forms partnerships with organizations and pesticide users to reduce the health and environmental risks associated with pesticide use and implement pollution prevention strategies.

LEITNER COMPANY
Specializing in Soils for Golf Course Maintenance & Construction

Soil mixing and processing specialists.
Supplying the Golf Course Industry with soil and sand products for over 50 years.
From 10 yards to 10,000 yards - material to specification for topdressing and construction.
Quality - Reliability - Experience

MIKE LEITNER
LEITNER COMPANY
945 Randolph Avenue ~ St. Paul, Minnesota 55102
(651) 291-2655

PROUD SUPPORTER OF RESEARCH AND EDUCATION THROUGH THE MGCSA
Too many times during the busy season we sometimes forget to say one of the most important things. So we turn to those who have so gratefully made our progress possible and say;

Thank You Thank You Thank You

Have a Safe and Happy Holiday Season

Floratine Products - Liq. Fert & Soil Cond. Gro Power - Granular Organics
Greensgroomer - Greens Brush & Trailers JRM - Aerification Tines
Turfline - Vib. Rollers & De-thatcher Waste2Water - Bio-Cleaning Station
Turf Health - Liq. Fert Perm-O-Pore - Ceramic granulars
Sand-Dam – Bunker Blankets FCI – Irrigation Nozzles Sipcam - Fungicides